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This source book offers a context and rationale for strategic land use planning and provides advice on the design and delivery of
participatory planning processes. Produced by the Commission on Resources and the Environment.
War crimes prosecutions create unique difficulties as civilian standards of law are applied to the extraordinary circumstances of
war. Governments are often surprisingly hesitant to pursue war criminals. Patrick Brode has produced a fascinating study of such
issues in Casual Slaughters and Accidental Judgements, a history of Canada’s prosecution of war crimes committed during the
Second World War. It is a history that includes personalities such as Lt. Col. Bruce Macdonald, whose persistence overcame
Ottawa’s reluctance to pursue the ‘war crimes business,’ and SS Brigadeführer Kurt Meyer, whose last-minute reprieve from
death by firing squad followed a trial reminiscent of a Hollywood melodrama. Brode illustrates the difficulties of applying law to a
recently defeated enemy when the emotions and politics of war distort any sense of impartial justice. The trials also reveal much
about the legal and diplomatic views that prevailed at the end of the war and democratic Canada’s willingness to overcome its
colonial past to defend its own interests on the international stage. The objectivity of the trials is still subject to question and they
have been condemned by some as retaliatory. Brode clearly shows that Canada’s war crimes trials of 1945 to 1948 were a part of
a movement to apply humane standards of conduct to warfare. Recent events in places such as Vietnam, Bosnia, and Somalia
show how pertinent these concerns remain. (The Osgoode Society for Canadian Legal History)
Provides managers, planners and field staff with a recommended process for meeting biodiversity objectives - both landscape and
stand level - as required under the Forest Practices Code.
"The book is a collection of essays and contributions from prominent Canadians on the 150th anniversary of Confederation, and
the 35th anniversary of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Contributors include former prime ministers, politicians, judges,
lawyers and wrongfully convicted. The perspectives are broad, thoughtful and inspiring."--

How to write objectives and strategies for all types of resource management plans, with suggested guidelines and
illustrated examples. Emphasis is on landscape planning levels under the Forest Practices Code.
Using rigorous archival research and oral accounts, Far Eastern Tour follows the experiences of Canadian soldiers from
the time they responded to the government's call to arms to the indifferent reaction to their homecoming a year later.
Dealing with the fiasco surrounding recruitment, an inappropriate training regime, and the stark living and combat
conditions, Brent Watson examines the human consequences of an army that was totally unprepared for service in the
Far East.
Based on the author's extensive experience as a working planner, this book gives readers an insider's view of sub-state
urban planning--the nitty-gritty details on the interplay of politics, law, money, and interest groups. The author takes a
balanced, non-judgmental approach to introduce a range of ideological and political perspectives on the operation of
political, economic, and demographic forces in city planning. Unlike other books on the subject, this one is strong in its
coverage of economics, law, finance, and urban governance. It examines the underlying forces of growth and change
and discusses frankly who benefits and loses by particular decisions. A four-part organization covers the background and
development of contemporary planning; the structure and practice of contemporary planning; fields of planning; and
national planning in the United States and other nations, and planning theory. For individuals headed for a career in
planning.
This widely used, enthusiastically received textbook is the work of one of the most accomplished author teams in
introductory psychology, each a distinguished educator and researcher. Together, they offer an approachable,
engagingly written survey of the field’s main ideas, filled with unusual stories, memorable examples, and lots of humor to
captivate all kinds of students. Features include: 'Hot Science' highlighting important and interesting new research 'The
Real World' highlighting applications of psychological research to real world contexts 'Other Voices' offering excerpts of
great writing about psychology and showing how important psychology is to public discussion 'Changing Minds' questions
at the end of the chapter that ask students to confront a scenario using information from the chapter. The new edition has
been reshaped for the classroom chapter by chapter. Sections in each chapter now have specific Learning Outcomes in
place, to emphasize “big picture” concepts and guide student learning. There is also new boxed feature called 'A World
of Difference' highlighting important research on diversity and individual differences.
PizzaExpress From Italy With Love100 Favourite Recipes to Make at HomeOrion
The Forest Practices Code of BC recognizes scenic landscapes as an integral component of the forest resource base. The Act requires a
visual impact assessment (VIA) as part of the forest development plan and access management plan when timber harvesting and road
construction are proposed in scenic areas with visual quality objectives (VQOs). The purpose of this guide is to document the recommended
procedures for completing a VIA and to identify the evaluation criteria that will be used to assess whether or not proposed timber harvesting
and road construction/modifications would meet the VQOs. It discusses VIA in the context of visual landscape management and in the
context of forest development and access management planning. Then it goes on to procedures: planning and pre-field trip preparation,
conducting fieldwork, and preparing and assessing simulations. Appendices cover sightline presentation criteria, photography data forms,
digital terrain models submission criteria, calculating percent alteration in perspective view, and photograph presentation criteria.
In the aftermath of the Second World War, Berliners grappled with how to rebuild their devastated city. In East Berlin, where the historic core
of the city lay, decisions made by the socialist leadership about what should be restored, reconstructed, or entirely reimagined would have a
tremendous and lasting impact on the urban landscape. Risen from Ruins examines the cultural politics of the rebuilding of East Berlin from
the end of World War II until the construction of the Berlin Wall, combining political analysis with spatial and architectural history to examine
how the political agenda of East German elites and the ruling Socialist Unity Party (SED) played out in the built environment. Following the
destruction of World War II, the center of Berlin could have been completely restored and preserved, or razed in favor of a sanitized, modern
city. The reality fell somewhere in between, as decision makers balanced historic preservation against the opportunity to model the Socialist
future and reject the example of the Nazi dictatorship through architecture and urban design. Paul Stangl's analysis expands our
understanding of urban planning, historic preservation, modernism, and Socialist Realism in East Berlin, shedding light on how the
contemporary shape of the city was influenced by ideology and politics.
This bestselling textbook brings the latest developments in psychology to students in a signature writing style that will inspire a lifelong love of
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science. The authors--respected researchers and writers of popular press titles--invite students to join them on a tour of their favorite
subject--psychological science. The new edition takes a closer look at the role psychology plays in our society, with new material in Chapter 2
that looks at the truth about psychological science, the rate of replication in published studies, and how critical thinking is foundational in
science and life. Chapter 1 presents a new look at the history of the science with unexpected stories and new insights into its surprising
origins. Each chapter has been fully updated with research and examples to portray a field that is constantly evolving and illuminating the
world today. Combined with LaunchPad, including the LearningCurve adaptive quizzing system, the new Fifth Edition is a powerful way to
introduce students to the science of psychology.

Acknowledgements -- Introduction and legal context -- Key components of an effective criminal justice response to terrorism -Criminal justice accountability and oversight mechanisms
The Commission on Resources and Environment (CORE) was given the legal responsibility in 1992 to develop a strategy for land
use and related resource and environmental management. After two years of public consultation and research, the commission set
out in this report and three companion volumes a provincial land use strategy, supported by a Sustainability Act. This report
describes sustainability actions in B.C. from 1910 to the present and why a Sustainability Act is needed; the provincial land
strategy to date, including current initiatives and public participation; and the development of the Sustainability Act. A glossary is
included. Appendices include a provincial land use charter and land use goals.
The first historical survey of Canadian military law, providing insights into military justice in Canada, the purpose of military law,
and the level of legal professionalism within the Canadian military.
Over 100 delicious, Italian inspired PizzaExpress recipe favourites that bring the UK's most popular restaurant brand straight to
your home. We all have special memories that took place at PizzaExpress. Whether a children's birthday party, a formative first
date or just a hankering for dough balls, PizzaExpress has always been there for us. Now the magic and versatility of the popular
restaurants can be recreated at home with PizzaExpress: From Italy with Love. Featuring exclusive recipes for perennial favourites
including dough balls, Margherita and Sloppy Giuseppe as well as spicy, seafood, vegan and veggie pizzas, PizzaExpress: From
Italy with Love caters to every mood and palette. Alongside 68 pizza recipes, many of which are ready in minutes, there are
sumptuous salads, decadent desserts, and delicious dressings and sauces that create a meal for every occasion. You'll also learn
how to impress by making artisan pizza base doughs such as Leggera and Calabrese, and there's even a special gluten free
option that will have everyone fooled! PizzaExpress: From Italy with Love is all you need to transport yourself to Italy and enjoy
lovingly handcrafted pizza from the comfort of your home.

"This text is designed to give the advanced Air Force ROTC student an over-all view of the military justice system, of how
it operates in the Air Force, and of the general responsibilities of those in 'authority or command' who must administer the
system. And, above all, it is hoped that the text will engender a feeling that military justice is directly, intimately, and
essentially concerned with human conduct - rather than with arbitrary rules, legalistic distinctions, and inflexible
classifications"--Pref.
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